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Abstract—Using extended finite state machines for test data
generation can be a difficult process because we need to
generate paths that are feasible and we also need to find
input data that traverse a given path. This paper presents
a test suite generation algorithm for extended finite state
machines. The algorithm produces a set of feasible transition
paths that cover all transitions using a modified multi-objective
genetic algorithm (deleting redundant paths and shortening
the solutions). The multi-objective problem aims to optimize
the transitions coverage and the path feasibility, based on
dataflow dependencies. Having a set of paths resulted from
this algorithm, we can easily find input parameters for each
path.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is very important to check whether the implementation
of a system conform to its specifications. Automated testing
reduces the resources needed by the manual testing and
improves the efficacy of testing.

Finite state machines (FSMs) are widely used in test data
generation approaches. A FSM consists of a finite set of
states and transitions between states. Each transition has a
start state, and end state, an input and produces an output.
An extended finite state machine (EFSM) extends the FSM
with memory (context variables), guards for each transition
and assignment operations. In FSMs all paths are feasible,
but the existence of context variables in EFSMs can lead
to infeasible paths. Using EFSMs in test data generation,
we are dealing with feasibility problems. There are many
coverage criteria used in EFSM testing. A set of inputs
satisfies the transition coverage criterion if the execution of
all test cases leads to all transitions being triggered.

Our proposed approach generates feasible and easy to
trigger paths for an EFSM based on a transition coverage
criterion and dataflow dependences. There are many data
generation methods using EFSMs that focus on only one
aspect: path feasibility or a coverage criterion, but our
technique searches for the set of paths using a modified
multi-objective algorithm, having two objectives (transition

coverage and path feasibility) and a solution shortening
operator.

There are many other methods in literature for functional
testing, based on EFSMs, but, to the best of our knowledge,
the problem we address here (i.e. finding feasible paths that
are easy to trigger and also cover the EFSM, together with
the corresponding parameters) has not been addressed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some related
approaches are presented in Section II. Section III introduces
basic concepts about extended finite state machines, genetic
algorithms and multi-objective algorithms. In Section IV
the proposed approach is described. Section V presents our
experiments and our results. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Kalaji et al., in paper [1], categorized a major part of test
generation approaches for systems modeled as EFSMs into
the following groups:

1) Producing EFSMs in which all paths are feasible (but
there is no general algorithm for solving this problem)
[2]–[4].

2) Converting an EFSM to an FSM and applying testing
techniques based on FSMs [3], [5], [6].

3) Using symbolic execution and constraint satisfaction
techniques to check path feasibility and to generate
test data. [7].

4) Apply testing methods directly to EFSMs: generating
feasible paths [8], [9]; generate input data for a given
path in an EFSM [10]–[16]; generate paths and inputs
for each path [1], [17].

Kalaji et al. [1] proposed an approach in two phases. The
aim of the first phase is to produce feasible transition paths.
For each transition t, a genetic algorithm is used to find a
transition paths that executes t. The fitness function used in
this algorithm is a feasibility metric which guides the search
towards paths that are likely to be feasible. The second phase
uses a genetic algorithm, with a fitness function based on a
combination of a branch distance function and an approach
level, to search for an input sequence to trigger the generated
paths. Yano et al. proposed in paper [18] a multi objective
evolutionary algorithm to obtain a test case with variable
length that contains a given transition and minimizes the



test sequence length. Each chromosome has a variable size
part and a fixed sized part. The variable part contains the
sequence length and the sequence of input events and the
fixed part contains values for all inputs from the model.
The input sequence can contain unexpected events, so those
have to be eliminated. So in this approach the algorithm
doesn’t generate a valid path and a validation is needed
after the generation. The objective functions are the test
purpose coverage and the minimum length of the input
sequence. The main difference between those two methods
and our approach is that our method uses a multi-objective
algorithm for searching paths: one objective for estimating
the feasibility of each path and one objective for minimizing
the number of paths needed to cover all transitions, and the
other two approaches generate a path for each transition in
the model. Those methods generate a single test case and
input data for that one, but our approach searches for a whole
test suite.

Asoudeh and Labiche [17] proposed a technique for test
suite generation from EFSMs, using a multi-objective ge-
netic algorithm. The algorithm has four objective functions
based on paths feasibility, low cost, low similarity between
paths and transition coverage. Not being necessary to find
a tradeoff among more than two objectives, our method
focuses only on feasibility and coverage, finding very easy to
trigger paths. Our shortening operator also helps achieving
this. So the two methods don’t search for the same kind of
paths.

III. BACKGROUND

The problem we focus on in this paper is to generate a test
suite of feasible paths in the EFSM, that cover all transitions,
and, furthermore, they are easy to trigger (it is easy to find
inputs that exercise each path).

A. Extended Finite State Machine

An extended finite state machine (EFSM) is a six-tuple
(S, s0, V, I, O, T ) [1] where S is a finite set of states, s0 ∈ S
is an initial state, I is a finite set of input parameters, O is a
finite set of output parameters, V is a finite set of internal/
context variables, T is a finite set of transitions. A transition
consists in a start state, an input that may have associated
input parameters, a guard (logical expression), a sequential
operation (a method with assignments and output statements)
and the end state.

A path of an EFSM is a sequence of adjacent transitions,

p = S1
f1[g1]−−−→ S2

f2[g2]−−−→ . . . Sm
fm[gm]−−−−→ Sm+1,

where Si represents the state i from that path, fi is the
method executed on the transition i and gi is the guard
of the transition i. A path can be feasible (FTP), if there
exist values for the input parameters to satisfy guards and to
trigger all transitions for that path, and infeasible, otherwise.

B. Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are metaheuristic search tech-
niques and are applied in optimization problems [1]. The
solution is represented by chromosomes (individuals) and
consists of genes. GAs have the following elements: pop-
ulations of chromosomes, selection according to a fitness
function, crossover to produce new offspring and random
mutation of new offspring [19].

GAs try to find a globally optimal solution evolving simul-
taneously many chromosomes. The approach for generating
inputs that trigger a given path, proposed by Lefticaru and
Ipate [11] uses a positive fitness function and a solution is
considered to be an individual with fitness 0. The fitness
function depends on how close the chromosome is to a
solution.

GAs have many steps: initialize a population with random
candidate solutions, evolve the population several times,
until a solution is found or a stop condition is met. At each
evolution, individuals are evaluated, the fitness function is
computed, and, using the fitness value, chromosomes are
selected for the next generation. If the chromosome is fitter,
it is likely to be selected to reproduce more times [19]. Then
crossover is applied to the selected chromosomes and new
chromosomes are produced. Mutation is applied, with some
probability, to each chromosome, randomly changing some
of the individual’s genes [1]. A new evolution starts with
these new individuals.

C. Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms

Multi-Objective problems depend on many factors and,
in general, have many solutions. Many GAs have been
adapted to multi-objective problems [20]. The individuals
that represent a solution are close to an optimum, provide
different tradeoffs among objectives, are non-dominated by
any other solution and form the Pareto front [17].

NSGA-II (Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm)
[20] is a genetic algorithm with a strong strategy. After
each evolution, the algorithm sorts the parent population
and the offspring population, creating some fronts, based on
the non-dominance among individuals. In order to maintain
the diversity of the solutions for each front, the crowding
distance is applied. The crowding distance is an operator
used to compute the distance between the solution and its
neighbors, being a measure of density of solutions in the
neighborhood. The selection operator chooses first the solu-
tions with greater crowding distance. Offspring populations
are generated using recombination and mutation.

IV. PROPOSED PATH GENERATION APPROACH

Our approach searches for feasible transition paths for
EFSMs satisfying transition coverage criterion and for which
input data that trigger each path are easy to find. The
approach uses a multi-objective genetic algorithm with two
objectives: feasibility metric and transition coverage. The



objectives may conflict and finding a solution needs a
tradeoff among the two objectives, so the algorithm may find
a set of solutions, from which we will take into account only
the solutions that cover all transitions.

A. Solution Encoding

A solution is a set of paths. A chromosome has variable
length and is composed of genes (paths). To control bloat
phenomenon, caused by variable length chromosomes, we
put a limit on the total number of genes [17]. To achieve
transition coverage, we can have, at most, a path for each
transition, so we put the limit equal with the total number
of transitions.

To encode a path we adapt the encoding used by Kalaji et
al. [1]. A path is represented by a sequence of integer values,
each number defining a transition. For an input EFSM we
define the following:

• k - the number of states;
• n1, n2, ..., nk - the number of transitions leaving each

state;
• LCM - the lowest common multiple of n1, n2, ..., nk

• r1, r2, ..., rk - ranges having ri = LCM/ni

For a chromosome (G1, G2, ..., Gk), we transform a gene
Gp = {i1, i2, ..., in}, with ij ∈ [1, ..., LCM ], into a
transition path t1, t2, ..., tn, computing each tj as follows:

• sc - the current state,
• rc - the range that corresponds to the current state sc,
• nc - the number of transitions leaving sc,
• find m such as ij/rc ∈ [m,m+ 1),m < nc,m ∈ N,
• tj is the m-th transition leaving the current state sc.
Using this encoding we ensure that every gene defines a

valid path.

B. The Genetic Operators

The Genetic Operators used in this algorithm are inspired
from [17] and adapted to our problem.

The Mutation Operator can change a chromosome in
many ways, since we have different characteristics for the
individuals. We will apply the following changes, with equal
probability: add a random generated gene , replace a gene
from a random point, remove a random selected gene,
replace a value for a random gene from a random index,
exchange materials between two random genes.

The Crossover Operator creates two new chromosomes
from the two existing parents chromosomes. Our algorithm
applies two recombination methods with equal probability,
as follows:

• identify one gene in each parent at the same index
(must be a valid index for both parents, since we have
variable sized chromosomes) and interchange genes at
this position.

• exchange materials between two genes from a valid
random index: select a valid index p for each gene,

exchange the last (gene1 length - p) values from the
first gene with the last (gene2 length - p) values from
the second gene.

C. Objective Functions
In this approach we use two objective functions, maxi-

mizing the path feasibility and transition coverage.
To determine the feasibility of a path we adapt the metric

described by Kalaji et al. in [1]. The feasibility metric guides
the search towards transition paths that are likely to be
feasible (it is easy to find associated input sequences) using
dataflow dependencies among the transitions. There might
exist many types of dependences between two transitions
and we need to consider those differences. The algorithm
assigns some penalties to each transition according to their
possible effect on feasibility, estimating how easily the guard
can be satisfied. We compute the feasibility measure for each
path from the chromosome, and the objective function will
be the sum of the feasibility values for each path.

Kalaji el al. [1] introduces the following notations for
guards and assignments. A guard has the form of (e gop e0)
where e and e0 are expressions and gop ∈ {>,<,<=
, >=,=, 6=} is the guard operator. Let Ref(e) denote the
set of variables that appear in e. According to e and e0 a
transition’s guard can be classified into the following types:

1) gpv - the guard contains a comparison between a
parameter and one or more context variables.

2) gvv - the guard contains a comparison among context
variables’ values.

3) gvc - the guard contains a comparison between a
constant and an expression involving context variables.

4) gpc - the guard contains a comparison between a
constant and an expression involving a parameter.

5) gpp - the guard contains a comparison between ex-
pressions involving parameters.

An assignment to context variable v in a transition t has the
form of v := e, where v is a context variable and e is an
expression, and can be classified as one of the following:

1) opvp : It assigns to v a value that depends on a
parameter; Assignment type: -1

2) opvv : It assigns to v a value that depends on a context
variable(s); Assignment type: v1...m

3) opvc : It assigns to v a constant. Assignment type: -2
4) nop: there is no assignment. Assignment type: 0
Transition t depends on transition t0 (t0 appearing before

t in the path) if there is an assignment of a context variable
in t0, referenced by the guard of t, and there is no other
assignment between t0 and t. The dependency can occur
based on one or more context variables. So for each pair of
transitions we compute the penalty for each context variable.
The feasibility metric also considers, when computing the
penalties, guards that are not affected by any transitions,
such a guard involving comparisons among input parameters
and possibly constants.



In a transition path t1, t2, .., tn, a transition ti is affecting
if ti has an assignment op ∈ {opvp, opvc, opvv} to v and
there exists a guarded transition tj , where 1 < i < j < n, tj
has a guard g ∈ {gpv, gvv, gvc} over v and v is not modified
between ti and tj . tj is called an affected-by transition.

The penalties for all combinations of guards and assign-
ments are shown in Figure 1. For guards linked by AND we

Figure 1: The suggested penalty values [1] where INF is
a large positive integer to indicate that a given dependency
represents an infeasible case.

sum the penalties and for guards linked by OR we use the
minimum penalty.

For each pair (t1, t2) we can represent the dependency as
a (n+2)- tuple where n is the number of context variables.
The first n fields record the dependency and the penalty for
each variable, the (n + 1)th field, gp, records the sum of
penalties of guards that do not involve context variables and
the last field is a Boolean used to record whether there is a
dependency between the considered transitions. The tuples
are stored in a matrix, to represent the dependencies and
penalties among all the transitions in a given EFSM.

As presented in [1], the algorithm computing the feasi-
bility metric for a path has two inputs: the path (t1, ...tn)
and the dependencies matrix. The algorithm returns low
values for paths that are relatively easy to find associated
input sequences. The algorithm considers the last transition
as a potential affected-by transition and determines which
previous transitions are affecting. When a pair of affecting -
affecting-by transitions is found, the algorithm enters a loop

to decide at which context variable there is a dependency or
a penalty to be incurred. We can distinguish two cases:

1) dependency type is in [−2, 0]: we set as visited the
related variable and add the corresponding penalty.

2) dependency type is grated than 0: the dependency
may continue by an assignment referencing context
variables, the variable is set as visited, and if the
corresponding penalty is grated than 0, then the depen-
dency continues. The penalty is added and we detect
all previous assignments that are propagated to the
current context variable, using the method check.

The check method is a recursive subroutine that analyze
the data dependence by starting from the context variable
and the affecting transition passed to the call and then
working backwards to find all previous transitions that may
affect the value of the context variable. If an earlier transition
t p is found to affect the context variable, then the subroutine
finds the type of the assignment. If the assignment type
is found to be less than 0 then the context variable is
assigned either a constant or a parameter value. Then the
subroutine penalises referencing to a constant with 60 and to
a parameter with 20 and stops (no earlier assignments affect
this assignment). If the assignment type is greater than 0,
the assignment references a context variable v’. Here, the
subroutine penalises this referencing by 40 and repeats the
process by calling check with current transition and v’. If the
dependency is open ended (depends on an undefined initial
value of a variable) then 60 is added. When the subroutine
stops it returns the sum of the penalties. After the current
pair of transitions is scanned, another cycle starts to detect
any possible relation and penalty between the next pair and
so forth.

Other details and examples for the feasibility metric
algorithm can be found in paper [1].

The first objective sums the feasibility values for each
path.

The second objective function computes the transition
coverage as follows: if all transitions were covered we count
the total number of transitions used by all paths and return
this number, otherwise we return INF (in our experiments
INF was equal to 10000). The aim of the objective is to cover
all transitions and, in the same time, to reduce the number
of times a transition is used. This objective will also avoid
producing cycles of transitions.

The execution of the NSGAII-modified algorithm pro-
duces a population of solutions, each solution representing
a set of paths.

A transition T is redundant for a path P if T is covered
by other paths from the chromosome and all the transitions
that follow T in P are redundant. A path P is redundant
if all transitions from P are redundant transitions. After
each evolution of the genetic algorithm we optimize each
individual removing redundant paths and transitions as it
follows:



• sort the paths ascending according to the feasibility
objective function;

• for each path we try to remove the last transitions if
they were covered already in the previous visited paths
and mark as visited the remaining transitions.

After modifying the chromosomes, we replace the current
population and continue the evolution until the stopping
condition is reached.

V. EVALUATION

In our experiments we used two EFSM models: Class
2 transport protocol (used in many papers [1], [8], [9],
[14], [16], [17]) and ATM model [1]. Both models have
many transitions with different types of guards. The Class
2 transport protocol model has some guards more complex,
having many parameters and context variables and different
kinds of operators. The ATM model has many transitions
containing

The first EFSM (Figure 2a) is a simplified version of
Class 2 Transport Protocol, based on the Access Point (AP)-
module. It consists of six states {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6}, five
context variables {opt, R credit, S credit, TRsq, TSsq},
and 20 transitions explained in Table I. Some parameters
are not used in assignment operations or in the guards and
they are ignored in data generations (we take into account
only parameters written in bold).

The second EFSM (Figure 2b) represents the model for a
machine with the option of English or French menu and
provides three services: deposit, withdrawal and transfer
between current account and a saving account. The EFSM
has ten states {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9}, four context
variables {PIN, cb, sb, attempts} and 30 transitions de-
scribed in Table II.

The algorithm takes an EFSM model and a number (the
maximum length for the paths) as input parameters and
generates a solution containing many transition coverage sets
for the given EFSM.

We implemented the algorithm in JAVA. For the multi-
objective algorithm we adapted the NSGAII implementa-
tion from jMetal framework (Metaheuristic Algorithms in
Java) [21]. To run an algorithm with jMetal, we need the
following: a solution template, a problem to be solved,
genetic operators (because we use a genetic multi-objective
algorithm) and the algorithm to be run. We implemented
them as follows:

• The solution - we designed a class implementing the
Solution interface. It contains the objective functions,
the variables (a list of paths, each path coded as a list
of integer values), the lower and the upper bound for
the integer values that compose the paths.

• The problem: we created a class that extends Abstract-
GenericProblem, we set the number of objectives to
2, and the number of variables for a solution. It has
a method used for evaluating a solution and sets the

values for the objectives. In our case, we set the first
objective to the sum of the feasibility values for each
path and the second objective to corresponding number
for the transition coverage.

• The genetic operators: we have classes for crossover
and mutation, implementing the changes presented in
Section IV-B.

• The algorithm class containing the NSGAII algorithm
where we added the solution shortening path operator
(described in Section IV-C).

In our experiments we run the algorithm 200 times for
each model. Each chromosome returned by algorithm has
only feasible paths. We call solutions those chromosomes
that also cover all transitions. There might exist chromo-
somes in the resulted set that do not cover all transitions and
we ignore them. We say that the algorithm ends successfully
if the solution generated contains sets of paths that cover all
transitions. For the Class 2 Transport Protocol the algorithm
has a 60% success rate and for the ATM model we obtained
a success rate of 73%.

Having the solutions generated for a given EFSM, we
checked if the solutions are indeed feasible and how hard
or easy it is to find the input data for the parameters of
each path. We consider that it is easy to find input data to
trigger a given path if the algorithms find a solution after a
few evolutions and the number of times the fitness function
was evaluated is relatively small. Many of the resulted paths
were very similar so we generated input values for only a
few of them. In our experiments we used many algorithms,
some of them are presented in [11] and [16], where can be
found more details about their implementations. We run the
following algorithms 50 times each for each path from the
solutions:

• a genetic algorithm (GA),
• a hybrid genetic algorithm with a simple AVM search

(HAVM),
• a hybrid genetic algorithm with the Geometric Search

(HGS),
• a hybrid genetic algorithm with the Lattice Search

(HLS),
• a hybrid genetic algorithm with the Iterated Pattern

Search (HIPS),

The Genetic Algorithm proposed by Lefticaru and Ipate
[11] searches for input values for parameters, to trigger
the transitions from a given path. The test data gener-
ation problem is converted to a optimization problem,
aiming to minimize the fitness function. A chromosome
is a list of values, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), corresponding
to all parameters of the methods, as they appear on that
path. A solution is a chromosome with fitness function
0 that triggers transitions between states according to the
selected path and validates the guards of each transition.
The fitness function used in this approach is: fitness =



(a) Class 2 transport protocol EFSM model (b) ATM EFSM model

Figure 2

t ss → se Input Guards Operations
t0 s1 → s2 prop opt Nil opt := prop opt; Rcredit := 0;
t1 s1 → s3 opt ind, cr Nil opt := opt ind; S credit := cr; R credit := 0;
t2 s2 → s4 opt ind, cr opt ind < opt TRsq := 0; TSsq := 0; opt := opt ind; S credit := cr;
t3 s2 → s5 opt ind, cr opt ind > opt Nil
t5 s3 → s4 accpt opt accpt opt < opt opt := accpt opt; TRsq := 0; TSsq := 0;
t7 s4 → s4 Udata S credit > 0 S credit := S credit−1; TSsq := (TSsq+1)mod128;
t8 s4 → s4 Send sq R credit 6= 0 ∧ Send sq = TRsq TRsq := (TRsq+1)mod128; R credit := R credit−1;
t9 s4 → s4 Send sq R credit = 0 ∨ Send sq 6= TRsq Nil
t10 s4 → s4 cr Nil R credit := R credit+ cr;
t11 s4 → s4 XpSsq, cr TSsq ≥ XpSsq ∧ cr + XpSsq − TSsq ≥ 0 ∧

cr +XpSsq − TSsq ≤ 15
S credit := cr +XpSsq − TSsq;

t12 s4 → s4 XpSsq, cr TSsq ≥ XpSsq ∧ (cr + XpSsq − TSsq < 0 ∨
cr +XpSsq − TSsq > 15)

Nil

t13 s4 → s4 XpSsq, cr TSsq < XpSsq ∧ cr+XpSsq − TSsq − 128 ≥
0 ∧ cr +XpSsq − TSsq − 128 ≤ 15

Scredit := cr +XpSsq − TSsq − 128;

t14 s4 → s4 XpSsq, cr TSsq < XpSsq∧ (cr+XpSsq−TSsq− 128 <
0 ∨ cr +XpSsq − TSsq − 128 > 15

Nil

t15 s4 → s4 − S credit > 0 Nil

Table I: The main transition of the Class 2 transport Protocol (transitions t4, t6, t16 − t20 are omitted because they have no
guards and assignment operations) [14]

approach level + normalized branch level (f = al +
nbl). approach level is calculated by m − 1 − p, where
m is the length of the path to be executed and p is the
number of nodes executed until the first unsatisfied guard
on the path. normalized branch level is the mapping
onto [0, 1) for branch level. branch level computes, for
the predicate that is not satisfied, how close the predicate
was to being true, using the transformations from Tracey’s
objective functions for relational predicates and logical con-
nectives. The normalization function is norm : [0, 101] →
[0, 1], norm(d) = 1 − 1.05−d. The algorithm ends when

the stop criteria is reached or when the maximum number
of evolutions is exceeded. After the selection step, a new
generation is created using recombination, crossover and
mutation.

For the Hybrid Genetic Algorithms, we combine the GA
from [11] with different Local Search methods [22]. The
best chromosome is selected at each evolution, with some
probability, from the population. We try to find a better
individual using the local search methods. If the local search
returns a chromosome with better fitness function this new
one will be added to the population and it will be used in



t ss se input guards transition ops
t1 s0 s1 p,s,c - pin = p; sb = s, cb = c, attempts = 0
t2 s1 s1 p p! = pin && attempts < 3 attempts = attempts + 1
t3 s1 s0 p p! = pin && attempts == 3 -
t4 s1 s2 p p == pin && attempts <= 3 -
t5 s2 s3 id id == 1 -
t6 s2 s3 id id == 2 -
t11 s4 s5 id id == 1 -
t12 s4 s5 id id == 2 -
t13 s4 s5 d d > 0 cb = cb+ d
t14 s4 s5 w w > 0 && w <= 200 && w < cb cb = cb− w
t15 s5 s4 id id == 1 -
t16 s5 s4 id id == 2 -
t17 s6 s7 w w > 0 && w <= 200 && w < sb sb = sb− w
t18 s6 s7 d d > 0 sb = sb+ d
t19 s6 s7 id id == 1 -
t20 s6 s7 id id == 2 -
t21 s7 s6 id id == 1 -
t22 s7 s6 id id == 2 -
t24 s2 s0 id id == 0 -
t27 s8 s9 id1, id2, amnt id1 == 1 && id2 == 2 && amnt > 0 && amnt < cb cb = cb− amnt; sb = sb+ amnt
t28 s8 s9 id1, id2, amnt id1 == 2 && id2 == 1 && amnt > 0 && amnt < sb sb = sb− amnt; cb = cb+ amnt
t29 s9 s8 id id == 2 -
t30 s9 s8 id id == 1 -

Table II: The main transitions of ATM EFSM; transitions t7− t10, t23, t25, t26 are omitted because they have no guards and
assignment operations

the next evolution. If there is no improvement, the algorithm
continues with the next evolution.

After running those algorithms, we recorded the number
of evolutions needed for the genetic algorithms, the number
of fitness function calls for each algorithm and the success
rate.

We compared the values between algorithms and we
concluded that most of the paths are very simple and we
can find very easy the input values, no matter the algorithm.

Table III shows an example of solution for the ATM
model, Table IV displays an example of solution for Class 2
Transport Protocol model. First column displays the com-
plexity (feasibility metric) of each path from the second
column, on the other columns we have the success rate for
the test data generation using the algorithms listed above.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose a customized multi-objective
algorithm to generate a transition coverage set of paths.
This approach is different from the existing methods by
generating a test suite that cover all transitions and paths
are easy to trigger, customizing the genetic operators, opti-
mizing the solutions by deleting redundant paths and path
transitions, and by minimizing the number of paths needed
to cover the transitions. Generating input data to trigger a
path may take a long time to find a solution, especially for
paths with grater length and complexity [16]. To overcome
this problem, we decided to shorten the paths, to find paths
with smaller complexity and, in the same time, to cover
all transitions. Experiments have shown that there is easy
to generate input data for the sets of paths found by this
algorithm.
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